NEW DITCH WITCH 6510... the ultimate underground construction machine.

THE GUTS TO GO 24 HOURS A DAY. FLAT OUT!

... designed and built with genuine concern for operator comfort, convenience and safety.

We talked with hundreds of trencher owners and operators, spent three years to design, test and make the 6510 the most simple, fatigue-free, easy-operating and dependable machine we have ever introduced to the underground industry.

Its rugged tubular frame is designed to serve as a giant hydraulic reservoir with 3 times more capacity than any 65-HP class machine in Ditch Witch history so it stays cool. It gives you dependable production no matter how hard you push it... no matter how long.

High-visibility, color-keyed controls are grouped at your fingertips... not down the sides, not under anything. Control handles are offset according to function (backfill, crowd range speed and digging depth, rear steering) so you don’t have to guess during operation.

The seat is adjustable fore and aft, so leg-room is instantly right, no matter what your size. We built in a vandal-proof, tool box because operators asked for it.

Maintenance is simplest yet. The spring-loaded grill is hinged at the bottom and pulls down from the top to provide immediate access to radiator, hydraulic pump and other points.

Offered with four engine options (two diesel and two gasoline), the 6510 Modularmatic utilizes a selection of trenching modules, as well as a utility backhoe and a Combo plow and trencher. Additional options include rear steering, 2- or 4-post ROPS, selective tire sizes and digging chains.

Ask your Ditch Witch dealer for details. Or mail the coupon for your free brochure. Get the complete 6510 story. The biggest news yet in 65-HP class underground construction equipment.

MAIL COUPON FOR INFORMATION OR FREE DEMONSTRATION

☐ Send a free brochure on the new 6510.
☐ Arrange a no-obligation, free demonstration.

Name ____________________________
Company _________________________
Address __________________________
City __________ State __________ Zip ______
Telephone ______________ AC/____

Mail to:
Charles Machine Works, Inc.
P.O. Box 66
Perry, Oklahoma 73077

DITCH WITCH IS THE ANSWER!

Ditch Witch and are registered trademarks of the Charles Machine Works, Inc.
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ASPA tops attendance; elects new officers

Record crowds viewed a wide range of equipment, seed, and chemicals at the 13th Annual Summer Convention and Field Days of the American Sod Producers Association held in Columbus, Ohio, from July 18-20.

Over 500 sod producers and their families from the United States, Canada, England, Saudi Arabia, and Israel gathered for exhibits, tours, and demonstrations of the latest sod industry developments around the world.

Tours included the O.M. Scott and Sons facility with acres of test products and a nearby seed testing laboratory. Sod growers met and talked with many of the company's research and turfgrass experts.

There was also a drive-through tour of Princeton Manufacturing Co. and onto Eastside Nursery, who hosted the field day demonstrations. Almost every type of sod equipment from harvesters to netting was demonstrated along with some new and innovative equipment first revealed.

The convention also elected new officers for the 1979-1980 year. E. John Hope, Manderley Turf Farms Limited, North Gower, Ontario, was elected president; Chris Beasley, Tuckahoe Turf Farms, Canton, Mass., was elected vice-president; Woodrow Wilson, Eastside Nursery Inc., Groveport, Ohio, was elected secretary; and Theodor Mund, Alboa Co., Meedville, Texas, was elected treasurer (serving a second term).

Hope replaces Charles Lain, as past president for the present fiscal year.

Newly elected to the board of trustees are Stephen T. Cockerhan, Rancho Verde Turf Farms, Perris, Calif.; Raymond A. Johnson, Shamrock Turf Nurseries Inc., Hanna, Ind.; and Glenn Markham, Green Hills Sod Farm, Berthoud, Colo.

Nursery quarantine changes proposed

The U.S. Department of Agriculture may substantially revise the basic quarantine regulations that restrict the import of nursery stock, plants, and seeds from foreign countries.

This is the basic quarantine that protects the U.S. from foreign plant diseases and pests in nursery stock. It affects the nursery industry, plant importers, freight forwarders, customs brokers, international freight carriers, hobbyists, and others concerned with the importation of plant propagative materials.

The proposal, made by the department's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), will make a number of changes in the kinds of permitted and prohibited items and the countries from which they come. It will affect certain plants in approved growing media.

Major changes include:
- Many kinds of palms, including coconut, may not be imported.
- Strawberry, sweet potato, chrysanthemum, and cassava plants may not be imported from a number of countries.
- Cactus cuttings less than 4 feet long, without roots or branches may be imported.
- Carnation plants from England may be imported, under certain prescribed conditions. Carnation plants from most other countries must be grown under post-entry quarantine agreement as a condition of entry.
- Stem cuttings with leaves, roots, sprouts, or branches 4 inches or less in diameter and 6 feet or less in length, may be imported.

Also, the proposal would permit any herbaceous plant or shrub not otherwise prohibited to be imported if it is grown under certain strict conditions and certified by the exporting country and by APHIS inspectors. The material would have to be established in approved growing media and grown under greenhouse conditions. This would provide for more imports of plants which do not tolerate handling and shipping in the bare-rooted condition.

Budget cuts hit state EPA offices

State EPA programs are feeling the pinch of reduced regional staff caused by cutbacks by the Carter Administration. Simultaneous budget hikes for waste disposal site inspection and enforcement are causing some confusion as to priorities of older programs. The problem of regional EPA office cutbacks was reported by the State FIFRA Issues and Research and Evaluation Group in July.

Gas conservation tips published by EPA

EPA has published a 32 page "Guidelines for Adjustment of Gas Burning for Residential and Commercial Space Heating and Water Heating". It lists measures to reduce gas use by such burners. Copies of the guidelines are available from the Technical Information Service, Mail Drop 64, Industrial Environmental Research Laboratory, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711. Requests should refer to EPA Report 600/8-79-005.

Construction hazards is OSHA topic

The first of six meetings scheduled by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration to discuss hazards to workers at construction sites was held in Washington, D.C. in August.

The OSHA Advisory Committee on Construction Safety and Health is holding the hearings to thoroughly review current OSHA health standards as they relate to construction.

The hearings make input by the landscape industry possible by contacting Ken Hunt, OSHA Information, Third St. and Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington, d.c. 20210.
"Yes, I want to tell you about Lescosan 4E (Betasan*) emulsion and why it is out-selling other pre-emergence crabgrass controls. I want to tell you how you can save by buying direct from the formulator, and all about its full-season control. Lescosan is very effective on all grasses and many ornamentals and ground covers. We can also supply it in 12.5 or 3.6 granules.

"I also want to tell you about the other fine LESCO products, including LESCO Thirty-Seven Sulfur-Coated Urea."

Call Barb on our TOLL-FREE WATTS LINE and one of our lawn service specialists will contact you.

*(Betasan—registered TM of the Stauffer Chemical Company.)

LESCO PRODUCTS
Div. Lakeshore Equipment & Supply Co
300 S. Abbe Road
Elyria, Ohio 44035

TOLL FREE NUMBERS
National 800-321-5325
Ohio 800-362-7413
or Collect 216-323-7544

A Family of Fine Products:
Lescosan 12.5G — Lescorene — Lesco 4 — Lescobor — Lescopar — Lescopex — Lesco Non-Selective Herbicide
Lesco MSMA — Lesco Thiram 75W — Lescozyme — Lakeshore Chinch Bug & Sod Webworm Control
WOOD CHIPS AND SLUDGE
FORM RICH COMPOST MIX

by John A. Kerr

Conservationists of trees and wood by-products will see the day, if they haven't already, when their wood becomes a vital resource for a multitude of applications. In the last few years, researchers with the U.S. Department of Agriculture have found that wood chips mixed with sewage sludge produce a rich form of compost. Cities around the country are starting to make and market the compost and its reaction from users has been very favorable.

Problems of sewage disposal have forced cities to look for new methods. Legislation has imposed strict limitations on incineration (Air Quality Act of 1967), fresh water dilution (Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972), and ocean dumping (Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972). Moreover, the cost of these methods has tremendously increased as has the amount of sludge production. Thus, scientists working on the problem discovered that composting the sludge with wood chips was a viable alternative.

A team in Beltsville, Maryland, used a windrow method, which proved suitable for composting digested sludge, but unacceptable for composting undigested sludges because of their higher number of malodors. The answer to disposal of the undigested sludge resulted in an aerated pile method of composting, developed by Dr. Eliot Epstein, a research soil scientist at the time with the USDA.

The sludge is mixed with wood chips and then composted in a stationary aerated pile for 21 days. Sludge at this moisture content (78 percent water) will not compost aerobically alone because sufficient air cannot penetrate the biomass, either by diffusion or forced aeration. The chips, acting as a bulking material, provide the necessary texture, structure, and porosity for aeration; lower the moisture content of the biomass to about 50 or 60 percent; and provide an additional carbon source for micro-organisms to ensure rapid composting.

Once the sludge/wood chip combination is homogenous, a front-end loader lays the mix over perforated plastic pipes which are connected to a blower that draws air through the pile. The effluent air stream is conducted into a small pile of cured compost where odorous gases are absorbed. After the initial 21 days, the sludge is stabilized by the rapid decomposition of volatile organic solids and must be cured another 30 days. Curing allows dissipation of any phytotoxic gases and offensive odors, and ensures more complete destruction of pathogens. The compost is then ready for use.

Applications vary as much as each community's style of composting. Epstein thinks its best potential use is in sod and turf. "Instead of 16 to 18 weeks (an average time for a sod crop), sod can grow six to eight weeks on the compost, and it is light weight without the turf," he says. It also works well for revegetation of strip mines and gravel pits where it doesn't get into the food chain. Thus, permits are easy to obtain because health is no question, Epstein says.

Questions of health, system operation and maintenance, cost, and climatic impacts still had to be resolved and the Environmental Protection Agency initiated a composting project in 1975 in Bangor, Maine, to obtain answers. At the same time, Ralph Mishou, superintendent of waste water treatment in Bangor, and his assistant, Tom Hambrock, were considering the increased cost of fertilizer and all the sludge they were hauling to dump. The EPA's request to use their city as an experimental station turned thought into action.

With EPA's financial and technological backing, the Bangor crew built its first pile in August, 1975. By the end of July, 1979, they had built 201. "It's a shoestring operation," says Ralph Mishou, "hardly mechanized. We only use a front-end loader for mixing and tearing down piles to operate at minimum cost." Mishou figures they get back almost half of what it costs to make the compost, about $11 a cubic foot.

The city sells the compost and income goes back to the treatment plant's account. Going rate is $5 a cubic yard for nurserymen and home gardeners and $4, or the same cost of loam, for any municipal operation. Public works uses it with loam for reseeding and the parks department puts one application a year around shrubbery and trees. People in Bangor have found that a 50-50 mix of compost and loam produces a much better growth of grass than just loam. The nitrogen locked into the compost slowly releases for the seed.
Screening the finished product removes bulky, unworkable matter, and also recycles many valuable wood chips.

Plastic pipes hooked up to a holding tank with a fan draw liquid waste and odors from compost piles.

George Crombie stands on the pilot project in Durham, NH, he helped engineer.

Logs fed into this chipper are ground into wood chips and then trucked to composting sites.
Tree operation cultivates uses for wood chips

Two to three years ago, Jerry Osborne, owner of Osborne Brothers Tree Service in Mentor, Ohio, burned the trees he axed for site clearing. That was before he and many others knew the potential of wood chips. "We used to blow them into the ground," he says. But that was two or three years ago.

Since that time Osborne has purchased a Morbark chipper and this year from the first of April to the middle of July had chipped 100 90-yard loads, which fill a Bocat semi-trailer. He sells the majority of these loads to CertainTeed, a company about 80 miles from Mentor, which makes shingles. CertainTeed processes the chips into fiber, which provides strength for the shingles, and then adds tars for the basic shingle consistency.

Another big user is pulp mills which burn chips to generate electricity. Osborne says that in Michigan some companies are burning wood in huge boilers to power their manufacturing plants or utilities. "Since trees can be harvested every 15 years, they are a recoverable energy source — not like oil, gas, and coal," he says.

Many of the contractors who Osborne clears ground for with his National Hydro-Ax brush cutter ask that he leave the woody remains on site. They appreciate wood's nutrients blended with their soil. Otherwise, Osborne may mix the fine pieces with topsoil to make mulch for vines, trees, and plants and use it on the site.

Other sites which need landscaping may find Osborne's chips. One unique spot is along railroad tracks, where Osborne's crew built a sound barrier, topped with dirt. Over the slopes he plants crown vetch or ivy and on the top he plants evergreen or deciduous trees.

Since the larger trees can't be cut like brush, Osborne utilizes a Hydro-Ax with attached shearing blades to chop them. A Timberjack skidder bundles the trees and carries them to the chipper which has a hand-like claw that places the trees into feed rolls which automatically draw the trees in. The chipper fills a Bocat load weighing 25 to 30 tons in three to five hours.

The equipment involved is worth about $750,000, according to Osborne. Yet there are more buyers than ever. Landscapers purchase a load for $750. Osborne will sell a tandem load, which holds 20 yards, for $150.

Not a chip gets wasted anymore. "The future is in wood chips," Osborne says. "We think they will be a good business."

"We sell everything," Mishou says. "Last year we were turning everyone away." And this was with virtually no advertising.

Although the economic considerations are important, income is not the overriding motive for composting. "You have to look at it as an alternative to sludge disposal," Mishou says. "You're recycling a product, it's environmentally safe, and cost effective compared to incineration and landfilling.".

Wood chips presently come from arborists, landscape contractors, fence post makers, tissue manufacturers, and anybody else that's working with wood. Yet, even in Maine, the chips must be conserved, because many mills are starting to burn them for energy.

The Bangor project has proved that sludge composting is an effective means of turning an odorous eyesore into a marketable product. It also shows that the process can work in a cold, rainy climate. Other operations are beginning, one modern facility being 130 miles south of Bangor, near Portland, Maine.

Roger DeHaan, solids handling engineer for the Portland Water District, bought 3,000 cubic yards of high-quality wood chips ($6.50 a yard) from a nearby paper company for startup of the Westbrook composting operation. Westbrook, a member of the Portland Water District, began aerating its first pile of compost July 30.

"Wood chips are the key," DeHaan says. "You can't compost without them. We may experiment with bark and other products." He says the wood chips keep a compost pile permanently porous, "like the effect of sucking air out of a sponge."

DeHaan says the chips are mixed by front-end loader in a 3-1 ratio with the sludge. He will be implementing screeners with ¼ and ½-inch mesh to recover larger chips from the mix for recycling, a technique Bangor occasionally uses. He hopes for a 50 to 75 percent return. With a larger mesh, the final product is best suited for lawns and around shrubs and trees, whereas a small mesh makes a finer mix for growing sod.

"We lose the fines in screening and this way we can use the good, clean chips over," DeHaan says. Eventually he would like to do his own chipping, which would operate in the woods among the birch, maple, hemlock, fir, ash, white pine, and oak of the area.

Experiments are being conducted on the Westbrook site, monitoring air for aspergillus fumigatus as well as checking the safety of the compost.

Continues on page 18
FOR THE RECORD:

We broke new ground for corrugated plastic drainage tubing by breaking old precedents.

When we originated U.S. marketing of corrugated plastic drainage tubing in 1966, we recognized its applicability to virtually every area of drainage need—farms, highways, construction projects, septic fields, grounds maintenance, golf courses, etc.

To prove the value of plastic tubing in a wide range of drainage applications we worked with, cooperated with, shared our technical knowledge with the specifying, testing and code-writing community. And we kept developing our product line to meet the needs of different users.

Today, we serve all these markets, and more; through continuing new product development, production capability second to none, and the most extensive overall sales and manufacturing supply network in the industry. When you specify ADS products, you get everything you'd expect from the company that's been marketing corrugated plastic drainage tubing longer than anybody else in the U.S. That's how leadership is earned.
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ADVANCED DRAINAGE SYSTEMS INC
Corporate Office
3300 Riverside Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43221 (614)457-3051

21 Sales and Manufacturing Locations to Serve You
California
Madera (209)674-0654/(209)674-0645* Georgia Atlanta (404)595-9650 (404)595-9655
Montezuma (912)472-7556 Illinois Harvard (815)943-5477 Monticello (217)762-9444
Iowa Cresco (319)674-3105 Creston (615)782-8666 Eagle Grove (615)448-5101
Cresco (319)674-3105 Creston (615)782-8666 Eagle Grove (615)448-5101
Leavenworth (319)529-9448 Kentucky Livermore (502)733-4323 Versailles (606)873-4324
Falmouth (413)873-9787 Michigan Bad Axe (810)269-9506 Owosso (517)274-5209
North Carolina Rowland (919)422-3303 Ohio Napoleon (419)599-0585 Wooster (216)264-4949
Tennessee Brentwood (615)373-0133 Texas Ennis (214)875-6591
Virginia Buena Vista (703)261-6131 Washington Bellevue (206)643-2770 Washougal (206)835-8522
DeHaan says there is no danger of pathogens in the compost after it has been aerated and cured because microbes in the wood chips and sludge produce natural bacterial action which increases temperatures in the pile from 160° to 170° F. The heat pasteurizes and kills pathogenic bacteria and thus the compost is suitable even for food-producing crops. DeHaan tells users about Maine’s guidelines, which say the compost should not be used for food crops for 180 days after the sludge has been added.

DeHaan says the compost will be distributed for free on a trial basis when the first batch is ready some time in September. In Durham, New Hampshire, George Crombie, public works director and head of the town’s composting operation, is doing the same. "We would like to market it," Crombie says. "So far we have put our efforts and energy into the operation."

It is easy to understand this when you see what is being constructed in the town of 20,000 — more than half students. Grabbing the eye, is a $1,000,000 wastewater treatment plant/composting site, the first of its kind. Since the city needed a new treatment plant and its composting pilot program had been quite successful, it was granted the funds, only $50,000 of which came from the city.

Durham is a model city for the use of sludge compost. Throughout the city — along sidewalks, in road medians, surrounding parking lots — 18,000 annuals are planted each year, all fed with the compost. In soccer fields and baseball fields it is integrated with soil as a soil conditioner for aeratation. It is mixed with loam on a number of projects. The state highway has used it for land reclamation.

Crombie agrees that the wood chips are essential to operation. He initially thought that New Hampshire would have an abundance of wood chips at a low price, but this was not the case. The paper mills in the state take all of the wood chips and have unloading platforms at the plants to automatically dump the 40-ft. trailers. An unloading dock had to be built and a bobcat loader used to unload the chips at the composting site.

During the search for chips it was found that the blades on the sawmill were set for ½-inch chips (which the paper mills required) and it was very difficult to induce a sawmill to change its blades for a ¾- to 1-inch chip for composting. Eventually, the chips were delivered to the site for a price which proved to be a major portion of the cost per pile of composting.

Crombie experimented with various sizes and ratios of wood chips before deciding on the best for the expected application. He found that to use as a top dressing for turf establishment, he needed to screen the chips through a fine mesh of ½ to ¾ inch. He could also use the small mesh in dry weather, but when it was wet the material needed a larger mesh to screen through.

A mixing of one part sludge to three parts wood chips gave the most consistent results for overall mix, especially during the winter. During summer months, a ratio of five parts wood chips to two parts sludge was satisfactory.
Moisture and other climatic problems will not affect the new operation, which will be done completely inside. A conveyor will move the sludge to a pug mill where another conveyor will bring wood chips. All mixing will be done automatically.

Crombie says that a greenhouse may be built next to the treatment plant. If so, it is possible the greenhouse can be heated from the hot air being drawn out of the compost piles.

This won’t be the first greenhouse in Durham. And it won’t be the first greenhouse connected with sludge compost in some way. At the University of New Hampshire, Professor Douglass Routley from the Department of Plant Science is growing cholias, geraniums, chrysanthemums, and bedding plants in a greenhouse.

“T have received better results than with artificial commercial peat-lite mix,” he says. “There are fewer disease problems.” Routley says a major advantage of the material is that it never has to be sterilized since the composting itself is a sterilizing process.

“Many industrial communities can’t use it for food crops because of a high metal content, but it is excellent for ornamentals, flowers, and nursery crops,” he says. Another use, according to Routley, is as a top dressing on golf courses.

Routley, like many others working with the compost, sees immediate value for it with growing sod. He has grown it with a couple inches of compost on top of plastic. Since it does not have to be as thick as regular soil, it reduces the time of digging and cutting, also saving labor and space.

Routley thinks because of its darker color, it will absorb more energy and there’s a possibility of growing two crops of sod a year in the spring and fall. Landscapers would then have a crop of sod for summer and spring.

The number of uses for sludge compost becomes even more illuminating with the seemingly infinite supply of bulking materials available. Wood chips may become too valuable as an energy source for composting. But experiments have already been done with other wood byproducts — paper cubes, bark, paper pellets, leaves, and licorice roots — with mostly successful results.

“We have received better results than with artificial commercial peat-lite mix,” he says. “There are fewer disease problems.” Routley says a major advantage of the material is that it never has to be sterilized since the composting itself is a sterilizing process.

“Many industrial communities can’t use it for food crops because of a high metal content, but it is excellent for ornamentals, flowers, and nursery crops,” he says. Another use, according to Routley, is as a top dressing on golf courses.

Routley, like many others working with the compost, sees immediate value for it with growing sod. He has grown it with a couple inches of compost on top of plastic. Since it does not have to be as thick as regular soil, it reduces the time of digging and cutting, also saving labor and space.

Routley thinks because of its darker color, it will absorb more energy and there’s a possibility of growing two crops of sod a year in the spring and fall. Landscapers would then have a crop of sod for summer and spring.

The number of uses for sludge compost becomes even more illuminating with the seemingly infinite supply of bulking materials available. Wood chips may become too valuable as an energy source for composting. But experiments have already been done with other wood byproducts — paper cubes, bark, paper pellets, leaves, and licorice roots — with mostly successful results.

“Where the community is determines what waste materials can be used (for bulking),” says Eliot Epstein. He cites a list of wood and paper products in a bulletin from the Canadian Waste Materials Exchange. Certain regions in Canada have huge amounts of available wastes, such as 500 tons a day from sawmills, 25 tons a day from paper mills, 60 tons a week from demolition lumber, and 40 tons a week from publication paper. The list goes on for Canada and must be fairly similar for the United States.

Sludge composting may be one of the largest recycling efforts of the future. “I think it has tremendous potential for small treatment plants which serve up to 250,000 people,” Epstein says. For larger cities, there are more challenges, but as they run out of room for land-filling and legislation prohibits other means of disposal, they too may be turning their sewage sludge into compost.

ROKOR

When it comes to TREE DIGGERS, invest in the best.

Look to us for
ROKOR Tree and Landscape Equipment

NEW Spartan Seeding Mulch!

ROKOR. Precision built for long life, dependable service. Models TD-32 [32" root ball] and TD-40 [41 1/2" root ball] available with features like these: one-man operation; curved tracks to reduce clearance; spoon-shaped blades...AND MORE!

Manufactured exclusively for
Spartan Tree Equipment Co.

National Headquarters
16084 S. Chandler Rd. East Lansing, MI 48823
Phone: 517/351-1370

Call or write us for a catalog or demonstration today! It’s the best investment you’ll make!

"JUDGE US BY THE COMPANIES WE KEEP"
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WATER MANAGEMENT REPORT SUPPORTS INCREASED USE OF AQUATIC HERBICIDES

The South Florida Water Management District — the second largest public works project in the United States, second only to TVA — is justifiably proud of its successful aquatic weed control program. Its history is as interesting and important as its contributions to the people of the state of Florida. A 1979 report, prepared by Gordon E. Baker, plant control biologist for the district, discussed the program from its beginning.

According to the report, the concept of controlling or managing aquatic plants in south Florida, as well as the entire nation, had its beginning in the year 1884 in New Orleans, Louisiana. That year the water hyacinth was introduced to this country at a horticultural exhibit. Because of its unusual beauty and prolific growth, samples were given to many visitors. Within 10 years after its introduction the water hyacinth was a serious problem.

Some nameless Floridian found it so attractive that he placed some of the plants in a lawn fountain at his home on the banks of the St. Johns River, close to Palatka, Florida. As the plant multiplied rapidly, the excess was thrown into the nearby river. By 1896, the plant had spread at an alarming rate and was seen throughout most of the St. Johns River Basin. By 1900, hyacinths had taken over the river at Palatka to such an extent that steamboats and other craft were unable to reach docks or pass through navigation openings of bridges. Since then it has spread in Florida from as far north as the Suwannee River to as far south as Florida’s famous Everglades.

In 1949, the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control District was born and in 1972 the Water Resources Act changed its name to the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) and greatly expanded its responsibilities.

The SFWMD initiated new programs for a State Water Use Plan which have improved its capabilities in water management, conservation and quality control. The work of engineers, biologists, chemists and environmental planners is being directed simultaneously to projects that will protect the quantity and quality of fresh water resources from pressures imposed by population growth and the incumbent changes in land use.

The district presently covers an area of 19,930